
MARCHANDAGE POLITIQUE

Charting some of the affective modes of geo-power, 
necro-economics and governmentality entangled in 

EUROSUR's border surveillance technology

 EUR …. - VISION
FRAUD (Audrey Samson & Francisco Gallardo) | i: @la_fraud | t: @FRAUD_la

http://fraud.la/
https://www.instagram.com/la_fraud/
https://twitter.com/FRAUD_la


reveal synonyms: divulge, disclose, tell, let slip, give away, give the game/show 

away, blurt (out), release, leak, betray, open up, unveil 

coercive definition: to dominate or control, especially by exploiting fear, 

anxiety, etc.

& operational definition: effective action; producing 

an effect; exertion of force or influence

modes of distraction  synonyms: diversion, obstruction, 

entertainment, occupation, hysteria, insanity



<220k incidents represented in JORA (Joint Operations Reporting Application) system

Watch the Med

The Berlin Sea Wall.

Auschwitz on the beach … Salt 
water has replaced Zyklon B 
(Berardi, 2016)



Risk, the Automated Gaze



Massimo Sestini (2013) Trafficanti di morte Massimo Sestini (2014) No title



Yoha (2016) Plastic-Raft-of-Lampedusa



What is immigration

“Immigration is regarded as a global social 
phenomenon of human movements resulting not 
only from the overlapping of several internal and 
external factors but from the contrast of the levels 
of demographic, socio economic and political 
development in certain areas.”(Arrach, 2014, p. 
34)





FRONTEX

Eurosur

TCOM's Ship-Based Maritime Domain Awareness Solution - invited to share innovative systems 
with European Border and Coast Guard Agency (FRONTEX)

Depiction of Seahorse network. Source: Spanish Civil Guard online presentation, (Hardwiring the frontier? The 
politics of security technology in Europe’s ‘f ight against il legal migration’ R. Andersson, 2015)



automated 

immigration 

policing

#databasecoupling



automated 

immigration 

policing

#eurosur



MARCHANDAGE POLITIQUE

(political bargaining or using migrants as bargaining chips)

Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan Inc (POT.TO)



History of 

Gibraltar

Total Estimated Annual Moroccan Migration to Europe, 1967-
2009. Source: International Migration Institute, University of 
Oxford, DEMIG C2C database, www.imi.ox.ac.uk.



Climate Change 

Migration



Securitisation & 

the business of 

migration

Smart Borders, Immigration Enforcement & Border Security Markets in Europe - 2017-2022



Refugee camps as 

spaces of     pportunity€



WHAT WE WILL DO 

*DÉCOLLAGE*

3 Groups

Technology

Legal

Political & Weather and irregular events
http://fraud.la/marchandage/



INTRODUCTION TO CASE STUDIES



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2YsptiTDhs



http://fraud.la/marchandage/


Rogue Infrastructures

As anthropologist Eleana Kim rogue infrastructures once placed,  
may outlive their initial purpose and take on new meanings, 
entangle themselves in new social configurations. In their 
persistent, if hidden, existence, infrastructures such as  
landmines emit a different kind of ambient noise or background 
hum than that of conventional infrastructure. They “lie in wait” like 
predators, with â “distributed agency” that can be “redistributed 
over time”. Like biological predators, the agency of these 
infrastructures has a seasonal pulse. In winter, some of the 
Korean minefields freeze over, and are safe to cross on foot. 



(Morocco I Western Sahara) Conflict Berm 
https://etherpad.servus.at/p/wall

(Bou Craa Phosphate Mine) Conflict Minerals
https://etherpad.servus.at/p/boucraa_mine_phosphorous

(Greenhouse agrobusiness) Conflict Tomatoes
https://etherpad.servus.at/p/conflict_tomatoes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k2YsptiTDhs


Morocco / Western Sahara Berm

Rogue Infrastructures



"Nobody knows about this wall and it was built with the help 
of the United States and Israel, who are key players in this 
region, so we want people to know about it" (Carrion, 2015)

Rogue Infrastructures



CONFLICT 

MINERALS

I cannot overemphasize the importance of 
phosphorus not only to agriculture and soil 
conservation but also to the physical health and 
economic security of the people of the Nation 
(Roosevelt, 1938)

Ohne phosphur, kein Gedanke [there is no thought 
without phosphorus] (Moleschott, 1850)

https://etherpad.servus.at/p/wall
https://etherpad.servus.at/p/boucraa_mine_phosphorous
https://etherpad.servus.at/p/conflict_tomatoes




The Sahara Forest Project Foundation

CONFLICT 

Tomatoes

In the last three decades, Morocco has moved in thousands 
of settlers to work on the fruit and vegetable plantations in 
the occupied territories of Western Sahara. This new 
agricultural commitment is a part of Morocco’s strategy to 
settle the southern parts of Western Sahara. Domaines 
agricoles is a key north african agricultural business owned 
by king Mohamed V





[RESOURCES] > http://fraud.la/marchandage/

EURO-VISION* links : https://etherpad.servus.at/p/eurovision

Case Study #1: Morocco Western Sahara Berm https://etherpad.servus.at/p/wall

Case Study #2: Bou Craa Phosphate Conflict https://etherpad.servus.at/p/boucraa_mine_phosphorous

Case Study #3: Conflict tomatoes https://etherpad.servus.at/p/conflict_tomatoes

GLOSSARY https://etherpad.servus.at/p/glossary_workshop_LCC

*Euro-vision, or the Making of the Automated Gaze is a collaboration between King's College London's Department of Digital Humanities and artist duo FRAUD, brokered and supported by 
the Cultural Institute at King's in partnership with Somerset House Studios.
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